Padel Equipment Price List

https://dropshot.uk/
*Prices available to members and non-members

The Bourne Club has partnered with Drop Shot UK, a world
renowned Padel brand offering the latest innovative technology
to improve your game.
The club has a bag of rackets you can hire and try for a small charge, speak to the office
or to James Cooles

Members only offer:
Buy 2 items save 10%
Buy 4 items save 20% (subject to below terms)
*Must be made in a single transaction, for one family. Members can buy together and save a max of 10%
*discount applies to Rackets, Bags & Shoes

For Further Information see: https://dropshot.uk/

Racket of 2021
Explorer Pro 3.0 & Explorer Pro 3.0 Soft

On Sale on Drop Shot
£189

Available to members
for only £147

Explorer Pro Soft – with the teardrop
format that helps achieve a superior
sweet spot and a brutal hit backed by
a great ball control
A variant of the model that will be used
by the star of the World Padel
Tour, Lucas Campagnolo, on the
professional circuit 2021.

These rackets are
perfect for those club
players who want the
highest level of both
control and power.

Explorer Pro 3.0 – with a teardrop
format that achieves a wide sweet
spot and a balance between maximum
control and a great bond.
The model that will be used by the star
of the World Padel Tour, Lucas
Campagnolo, all this season on the
professional circuit.

Junior Rackets
Price £40

Discover the new Drop Shot Tiger 1.0, the Drop
Shot baby racket intended for all players up to 8
years old.
The Drop Shot Tiger 1.0 racket is a racket that
combines a fibreglass of superior strength and
elasticity and Full Eva technology, so that the
shovel is made of 100% Eva without a frame.
A racket designed for beginners under 8 years
old who are looking for a product that helps them
with their first playing experiences.

Price £47

The new Drop Shot Conqueror 9.0 Jr U13, the
replica in junior version of the racket of
padel legend Juan Martin Diaz.
The Drop Shot Conqueror 9.0 Jr racket features Full
Eva System technology that provides a super large
sweet spot to help focus the blows in this stage of
learning.
A racket designed for beginners and for
children looking for a product that
provides comfort and helps their play.

Start up Rackets
Price £49

Meet the new Drop Shot Kibo 2.0, the initiation
racket par excellence.
The Drop Shot Kibo 2.0 racket combines different elastic
materials with Eva Soft rubber, thus achieving a good
bond with control and a wide sweet spot in the hit.
It uses full Eva System technology throughout the
racket format, achieving enormous results that enhance
the game of every player who is starting out.
It is a racket designed for beginners who are looking for a
product with which to feel comfortable on the court.

Price £62

Within the collection of Drop Shot 2021 rackets meet the
new Drop Shot Sakura 3.0, a racket intended for every
player who is starting in padel, regardless of age or
gender.
The Drop Shot Sakura 3.0 racket is a racket that
combines flexible materials with Eva Soft rubber, thus
achieving a great hit and a wide sweet spot in the hit.
Thanks to Cork Grip technology, vibrations in the hit are
reduced combined with a double tubular carbon frame

Club Player Rackets
Price £121

Price £122

The Drop Shot Allegra Padel Racket is a
The new Drop Shot Cristal 2.0, a
multipurpose racket designed with balanced racket, with great power and
control in equal parts.
the exclusive technology within the
The Allegra is an ideal racket for the
Ambition line developed exclusively
player who has or has had epicondylitis
by Drop Shot.
(tennis elbow) problems thanks to its
A model designed for players who
cork sheet located between carbon and
are looking for a quality product
EVA that reduces vibrations to the
that brings power to their game.
maximum.

Price £121

Meet the new Drop Shot Taipan,
with similar construction to the
Conqueror 6.0 designed with the
exclusive technology of
the Ambition line developed
exclusively by Drop Shot
A racket designed for mid-high
level players looking for a quality
and competent product that lives
up to their game.

Advanced Club Player Rackets
Price £147

Price £155

Thanks to its oversize round shape in
combination a and its Eva Soft rubber,
the Drop Shot Power 1.0 gives the
player a ball output in the upper hit.
A model designed for highlevel players looking for a quality
product that provides them
with extra power and is up to the
intensity of their game in the most
demanding situations.

With a teardrop format but an Eva Soft
rubber, the Drop Shot Yukon Pro serves
as an alternative for its sister the Drop
Shot Essence, sharing format and
materials, but with a softer rubber to
get even more power.
A racket designed for high-level players
looking for a product with durability
and quality that complements their
game.

Price £155

Thanks to its oversize round shape and
its Eva Soft rubber, the Drop Shot
Imperium 1.0 gives the player maximum
power without losing control in the hit.
In addition, thanks to the Cubicarbon
24k and the rough 3D surface on the
face, we manage to obtain a very
elastic and comfortable touch in the
game.

Tournament Play rackets
Price £163

Price £163

Drop Shot Legend 2.0, belonging to the Be
One Drop Shot line, with materials and
technologies developed at the suggestion
of Juan Martin Diaz. An explosive racket full of
character that leaves no one indifferent.
Focused on players with intense gameplay and
an advanced level who want to burst on the
court with precise cannon shots camouflaged
with select, elegant and luxurious design

The new Drop Shot X-Celerator, the model
recommended by the star of the World Padel
Tour, Lucas Campagnolo
with a teardrop format that achieves a wider
sweet spot and a balance between a great hit
and total control. Thanks to the novel
technology of Triaxial Carbon, carbon has a
plus of elasticity compensated with the
hardness of the Eva Tech to achieve an
incredible result.

2021 Drop Shot Rackets
Available from April 2021

Junior Rackets:
Conqueror 9.0
Tiger 1.0

Member / Non-Member
£47
£55
£40
£44

Beginner Rackets:
Kibo 2.0
Sakura 3.0

£49
£62

Intermediate Rackets:
Explorer 4.0
£121
Taipan
£121
Cristal 2.0 (Ladies only) £121
Allegra
£122
Delta 1.0
£122

£55
£69

£137
£137
£137
£138
£138

For Further Information see: https://dropshot.uk/

Player Rackets:
Member / Non-member
Explorer Pro 3.0
£147
£166
Explorer Pro Soft £147
£166
Power 1.0
£147
£166
Essence
£155
£175
Osaka 1.0
£155
£175
Yukon Pro
£155
£175
Imperium 1.0
£155
£175
Tournament Rackets:
Premium
£163
£184
X-Celerator
£163
£184
Heritage 2.0
£163
£184
Legend 2.0
£163
£184
Conqueror 9.0 Soft £186
£210
Professional Player:
Conqueror 9.0
£225
£254

Balls and Grips
The cost is the same for a member and non-member
Training Ball:
Single tube £5
3 x tubes £12
Tournament Ball:
Single tube £6
3 x tubes £15

Club Over grip £2.50

Pro Over Grip £3

Super Dry Over Grip £3

Super Tacky Over Grip £4

Argon Racket Bags
Price £50

Argon Large Racket Bag
- Double compartment with thermos for the
rackets.
- Large central compartment.
- Separate area with ventilation for shoes.
- Reinforced and padded handles.
- Rigid faces in 3D
For Further Information see: https://dropshot.uk/

Price £40

Argon Backpack
- Large backpack with a large capacity main compartment
- Individual compartment for the Padel
- Additional compartment with special ventilation for shoes or
used clothing
- It has interior pockets, handle and extra padded back.
- The fabric of this backpack is high resistance polyester and
the front of Caracas is rigid.

Ambition Racket Bags
Price £30

Ambition Racket Bag
- Individual compartment for 1 or 2 blades.
- Ventilated shoe compartment.
- Interior pocket.
- Handle and padded handles for hanging

Price £25

Ambition Backpack
- Individual compartment for 1 racket.
- Includes carry handle and backpack handle.

Men’s Footwear
Price £70

Oriented to mid-level and advanced players who play the
sport intensively and are looking for a product that offers the
highest quality standards. Solidity, durability and
comfort are the three main features of this model.
And these new Drop Shot Argon XT 2021 arrive to
provide maximum comfort with padded safety thanks to
the stabilizers incorporated in the areas of maximum wear
and a grip on the court/field thanks to its high-lasting clay
sole that will allow you to move comfortably around.

Price £60

A shoe intended for players with a medium and advanced
level who play the sport intensively and who are looking for a
product that provides the highest quality standard. Strength,
performance and comfort are the three features of this 2021
model.
And these new Drop Shot Xcelerator XT 2021 are born to
provide maximum grip on the track thanks to its clay
sole with high-lasting anti-slip that will allow you to move
comfortably around the track and padded safety thanks to
the stabilisers incorporated in the areas of maximum wear.
And, everything, with a select and elegant design.

Ladies Footwear
Price £45

Among the collection of Drop Shot shoes for women,
discover the Drop Shot Lyra 2021 shoes.
Shoe intended for players with a medium and advanced
level who play the sport on a regular basis and who are
looking for a product that provides the highest quality
standard. Lightness, comfort and durability are its main
features.
And these new Drop Shot Lyra 2021 are born to provide
maximum grip on the track thanks to its clay sole with highlasting anti-slip that will allow you to move comfortably
around the court/field and padded safety thanks to
the stabilisers incorporated in the areas of maximum wear.

Price £45

Among the collection of Drop Shot shoes for women,
discover the Drop Shot Aqua 2021 shoes.
Shoe intended for players with a medium and advanced level
who play the sport on a regular basis and who are looking for
a product that provides the highest quality
standard.Lightness, comfort and durability are its main
features.
And these new Drop Shot Aqua 2021 are born to provide
maximum grip on the court/field thanks to its clay sole with
high-lasting anti-slip that will allow you to move comfortably
around and padded safety thanks to
the stabilisers incorporated in the areas of maximum wear.

Check out the website for
more information
https://dropshot.uk/

